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Efficient Algorithms for the Evaluation of the Eigenvalues

of (Block) Banded Toeplitz Matrices*

By D. Bini and V. Pan

Abstract**. Let A be an n x n banded block Toeplitz matrix of bandwidth k with

m x m blocks having entries in a field F. We present algorithms for computing p(A) =

det(A — XI) as well as the ratio p(A)/p'(A), where p'(A) is the first derivative of p(A)

with respect to A, in roughly (3/2)fc2 logra + 0(k3) block multiplications. If the field

F supports FFT, then the cost is reduced to 0((m2fclogfc + m3k) logn + k3m3) scalar

multiplications. The algorithms generalize an algorithm given by W. Trench for com-

puting p(A) in the case m = 1 in roughly A;logn + 0(k3) multiplications and rely on

powering a companion matrix associated with the linear recurrence relation representing

the original problem.

1. Introduction. Toeplitz matrices, either with scalar entries or with blocks,

arise in a variety of problems of Applied Mathematics; a wide literature deals with

the problem of their inversion. Recently, some interest has been focused on the

eigenvalue problem for banded Toeplitz matrices. In [1] and [2], spectral properties

are expressed in terms of a suitable polynomial associated with a banded Toeplitz

matrix A, and parallel algorithms have been devised for the computation of the

characteristic polynomial p(A) = det(^4 - XI) at a point A as well as of the ratio

p(X)/p'(X), where p'(A) is the first derivative of p(A).

More recently, an algorithm for the computation of p(A) has been proposed by

Trench [8]; its cost is roughly A:log2 n + 0(k3) multiplications, where n is the di-

mension of the matrix and k is its bandwidth. That algorithm works over any

algebraically closed field (even though it was originally presented over the complex

field), and it is assumed that the zeros of a suitable fcth degree polynomial, associ-

ated with the banded Toeplitz matrix, have been precomputed together with their

multiplicities.

In this paper we consider the eigenvalue problem for banded block Toeplitz ma-

trices and present two new algorithms for the computation of p(A). The first algo-

rithm, which is obtained dealing with the problem in terms of a linear difference ma-
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432 D. BINI AND V. PAN

trix equation by using block companion matrices, requires roughly (3/2)A;2 log2 n +

0(k3) block multiplications, works over any field and does not require any pre-

computation of approximations to polynomial zeros. Moreover, if the ground field

supports FFT, then we may reduce the cost to 0((m2klog k + m3k) logn + k3m3)

arithmetic operations by using fast polynomial arithmetic, where m is the dimen-

sion of the blocks. In the case of a tridiagonal block Toeplitz matrix the cost is

given by 5 log2 n — 3 block multiplications (observe that almost any banded block

Toeplitz matrix can be considered as a tridiagonal block Toeplitz matrix having

blocks of a suitable size).

The second algorithm, based on a cyclic reduction method, applies to tridiagonal

block Toeplitz matrices and computes p(X) in roughly 71og2 n block multiplications,

requiring the nonsingularity of certain auxiliary matrices which must be inverted.

Those algorithms approximate to the eigenvalues of the matrix A as zeros of its

characteristic polynomial p(A). They can be combined with any rootfinding method

which requires only values of p(A), but not its coefficients.

Both our algorithms can be easily extended to the computation of p(A)/p'(A) at

roughly double the cost, so that Newton's method can be efficiently applied to the

equation p(A) = 0 for approximating the eigenvalues of the matrix A.

The algorithms can be easily adapted to the computation of p(X) = det(A — XB)

as well as of p(X)/p'(X), where A and B are banded block Toeplitz matrices, so that

the generalized eigenvalue problem can also be treated.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the algorithm for

computing p(X) by powering a companion matrix, in the scalar case. In Section 3

we consider the computation of the ratio p(A)/p'(A); in Section 4 we extend the

computations to the case of block matrices. In Section 5 the degenerate case is

considered; in Section 6 we describe the algorithms based on cyclic reduction.

2. Evaluation of the Determinant of a Banded Toeplitz Matrix.  Let F

be a field and A — XI be an (r + s + l)-diagonal n x n Toeplitz matrix,

A-À.I =

a0-A aj    ...    as

a_! a0-A a!    ...    as

a_,  ... a_j a«—K a^

a,  ... a i a«—A. a1     -     as

a_r  ... a_j a«-A aj

a_,.  ... a_! &Q-X.

XeF, a¡€F, i=-r,...,s,
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where a_r,..., as € F, a-r,as ^ 0. We consider the problem of computing p(A) =

det(,4 — XI), that is, the value that the characteristic polynomial of A takes on at

a point A.

The assumption that (A,x) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair for A, that is,

(2.1) (A-A/)x = 0,        x=(x¿)t¿0,

is equivalent to the following linear system of equations

a_, ... a-i

0

X_r , ... , X_j = 0 ,

xn ' •" ' Xn+s-l = 0"

a0-A  aj

a_!   a0-A al

a__   ...   â_ i     Ha—A    ä i

0

a_!  a0-A a¡    ...    as

a_r ... a_j   &Q-X aj

a_r - a_j    an-A, ..   a, J

vn-l

L xn+s-l

=0,

(2.2)

that is, to the following constant-coefficient homogeneous difference equations,

asXi+k + ds-iXi+k-i H-r- (ao - A)xr+, +-h a_rz¿ = 0,

i = — r, — r + 1,..., n — r — 1, aa ^ 0, fc = r + s,

with the "boundary" conditions

,     . x-r,..., x-i =0        (initial conditions),

zn,..., xn+s-i = 0    (terminal conditions).

This fact was used by Trench [8] to give an explicit expression for det(A — XI) in

the case where F is the complex field. The same result holds in the more general

case where the field F has an algebraic closure G. The main idea of [8] is to express

the general solution of (2.2) in terms of the zeros z\,..., Zk £ G of the associated

polynomial

(24) P(*)=**+!>>,

7j = a~la3-2, j = 0,... ,k - 1, j ¿ r, 7r = aj^an - A).

If, for simplicity, we suppose that zt ^ Zj, i ^ j, then the general solution of the

difference equation (2.2) is given by [6, Section 7.2.9]

k

xt = ^2 aiz)+r '        » = -r, -r + 1,..., n + « — 1, a3 6 G, j = 1,..., k.

7 = 1
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Moreover, A is an eigenvalue of A if and only if not all of the Xi are zero, or,

equivalently, if and only if not all of the a0 are zero, since the row vector formed by

Xi equals the product of the row vector aj times a Vandermonde matrix. Imposing

the boundary conditions (2.3) yields

r-1

n+r

Lzin+k-l

1

zk

r-1

n+k-l

a,

«2

a,k  J

= 0,

that is, A is an eigenvalue of A if and only if detVn = 0, where Vn is the k x k

matrix of this last system. Trench shows that

det{A - XI) = (-l)nX det Vn/det V0,

where Vq = (2!  1) is the k x k Vandermonde matrix associated with the zeros

Zj\ 3-he also extends this last equation to the case where the condition Z{ ^ z

i ^ j, is not satisfied. Observe that if the zeros Zj are known, or if they can be

easily approximated, then it is possible to compute p(A) in roughly fclog2 n + 0(k3)

multiplications. In this way, to approximate the eigenvalues of A as the zeros of

p(A), it is possible to apply the secant method or any rootfinding method to the

polynomial equation p(A) = 0, which uses only the values of p(A) at A.

Now we present a different approach, which yields an algorithm for the evaluation

of p(A) over an arbitrary field of constants F. That algorithm does not require to

precompute approximations to the zeros of an auxiliary polynomial; furthermore,

it enables us to extend the result to the case of block Toeplitz matrices and to

compute the ratio p(A)/p'(A), which in turn allows us to apply Newton's method to

the polynomial equation p(A) = 0 in order to evaluate the eigenvalues of the matrix

A.

First we observe that the matrix vector equation (2.1) is equivalent to the linear

recurrence (2.2) with the boundary condition (2.3) and can be rewritten as follows:

X-r

(2.5)
?r+i i = -r, -r + 1,... ,n

Xi+k-l, Zs-1
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Here, F is the k x k companion (Frobenius) matrix,

0      1

0

(2.6)   F =

L-7o    ~7i      ■••        -Tffc-iJ

7j = aj1a.,_r, j' = 0, ...,*;- 1, j =¿r, 7r ^a"1^-A).

^s-!)7, £ Ffc, we can rewrite (2.3) as follows,Setting y = (x_r,x_r+1

[Ir | 0]y = 0        (initial conditions),

[0 | Is]Fny — 0    (terminal conditions),

where F is defined by (2.6). Here and hereafter, Im denotes the m x m identity

matrix, vT denotes the transpose of v. The second equation follows from (2.3) and

(2.5) where i — n — r. Setting

(2.7) [V | U] = [0 | Is]Fn,

we deduce that (2.1) is equivalent to

Ir

V y = 0, y ¿ 0,

that is, to the equation det U = 0, so the following relation holds:

p(A) = 0   if and only if   det U = 0.

From this, we deduce the following result.

PROPOSITION 2.1.   Let U be the right lower sxs submatrix of Fn; then for the

characteristic polynomial p(X) of A we have

(2.8) p(A) = (-l)"Xdet£/.

PROOF. First observe that (-l)np(A) is a monic polynomial of degree n; we

show that (-l)n(s+1)a"det£/ is also a monic polynomial of degree n, that is, the

term of detU having the highest degree in A is (-l)"',s+1'Ano~". For this purpose,

let Uq, q = 1,2,..., n, denote the s x s right lower submatrix of Fq in which the

entries not contributing to the term of the highest degree in A are set to zero. Then,

if g and e are natural numbers such that q — gs + e, e < s, we have that

Uq =
0

(AO^/e 0

The last equation is trivial for q = 1 and is easily verified by induction on q, using

the relation

Fq+1  _ FFq _ HFq + ¡fcgTpa ̂

where H = (/i,j), /i^+i = 1, hl<3 = 0 otherwise, i^ is the last column of Ik and

ST — (7o5 • • • ! 7fc-i)- (Indeed, HFq is obtained by shifting upwards the rows of

Fq, and the highest-degree entry of the matrix \kgTFq is (Xa~1)9+1, in the last
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row and in the (r + e + l)st column. Therefore, the term of highest degree in det U

is given by

detc/n = (-l)n(5+1)Anas-".

Now, (2.8) follows if p(A) has pairwise distinct zeros, since

(-l)np(A)    and    {-l)n^s+^anadetU

are both monic polynomials and have n distinct common zeros. The result is

immediately extended via a continuity argument to the case where p(A) has multiple

zeros.    D

We will also need the following

PROPOSITION 2.2.   Ifip{z) = zn mod <p(z), then ip{F) = Fn.

Proposition 2.2 immediately follows from the well-known fact [6, p. 325] that

the polynomial (2.4) is the minimal polynomial of the Frobenius matrix F, that is,

<p(F) = 0.

Now we are ready to present the following algorithm for the evaluation of p(A),

which, for simplicity, will be described under the assumption that n = 2h, h integer.

Stage 1. Compute the coefficients of the polynomial

fc-i

ip(z) — 2~] ctiZ1 = zn mod ip(z),

¿=o

by using the repeated squaring technique:

(2.9)    ipo = z,    ipi+i =rpf mod tp{z),

Stage 2. Compute the matrix

t = 0,..., h - 1, h = log2 n, iph = ip.

[0 | IsMF)U = [0\ Is]Fn

by means of Horner's rule,

U = a0L + (aii + (••• + K_2L + ak-iLF)F) ■ ■ ■ )F

where L = [0 | Is] is a s x k matrix, according to the following steps: successively

compute

Yi - otk-\L,

Yi = (ak-iL + Yi-1F),       t = 2,...,*,

U = Yk    °

(2.10)

Stage 3. Compute {-l)nsa^detU.

If we compute over the field of complex numbers or over any other field that

supports FFT, we may use fast polynomial arithmetic in order to multiply and

divide a pair of fcth degree polynomials in 0(k log k) arithmetic operations (see [3]);

in that case, the cost of the algorithm is 0(fclog/dog(n//c) + A;3) multiplications.

On the other hand, we may apply customary polynomial arithmetic with the cost

of roughly (3/2)fc2 log(n//c) + 0(k3) multiplications.
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For comparison, the method given in [8] evaluates p(A) as follows.

Stage 1. Compute all the zeros z\,.. ■, Zk of <p(z) together with their multiplici-

ties.

Stage 2. Compute a k x k Vandermonde-like matrix Vn depending on the mul-

tiplicities of the zeros. If Z{ ^ Zj for i ^ j, this matrix has elements 2* for

i = 0,..., r - 1 and z"+l for i = r,..., r + s - 1.

Stage 3. Compute (-l)"Xdet V„/det V0.

The cost of this method is given by fclog2 n+0(k3) multiplications, not counting

the cost of Stage 1, which can be rather large, particularly in the case of clustered

zeros (estimated in [5]). This is less than the cost of our algorithm by a factor of

log k, if we compute over fields supporting FFT, and by a factor of k otherwise.

The new approach yields a "rational" algorithm, that is, an algorithm which does

not compute any approximations to polynomial zeros and thus, in exact arithmetic,

delivers the exact result in a finite number of arithmetical operations. Moreover,

this method can be slightly modified in order to deal with block matrices and to

compute the ratio p(A)/p'(A), where p'(A) is the first derivative of p(A) with respect

to A. These two generalizations are the subject of the next three sections.

3. Evaluation of the Ratio p(A)/p'(A). In order to evaluate the eigenvalues

of A, applying Newton's method to the polynomial equation p(A) = 0, we must

compute the quotient p(A)/p'(A). From (2.5) and (2.8) we deduce the equation

p'(A)/p(A) = (det U)'/{det U). Recall that

(det£/)' = £ ^^ = trace((Adj U)U'),
dui-,     dX

ij
*XJ

where U' = (ttj,-), u'i} = du^/dX, and Adj U = U  x det U is the adjugate matrix of

U. Consequently,

(3.1) {detU)/(detU)' = l/trace^"1^')

Thus, we essentially reduced the problem to computing U  1 and U', the s x s

lower right submatrices of Fn and (Fn)'. Since Fn = ip{F), where

fc-i

\¡)(z) = YJ azzl — zn mod <p(z),

i=0

and <p(z) — tp(z, X) is defined by (2.4), we have the relation

fc-i fc-i

(3.2) (n' = £4F + 5>i(F-)',
t=0 ¿=o

so that

(3.3) U' = G + H,    G = LJ2 aiF*

where L = [0 | Is\.

fc-i

¿=o

fc-i

H = L'£ai(Fiy
i=0
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Next we will show how to compute simultaneously H and U. Observe that

fc-l k-l k-l

J2 M**)' = ]T ai{F*-lF)' = J2 dir-1*" + (F^F)
t = 0 !-l 1=1

fc-l fc-l fc-l fc-2

= £ atF*-lF' + £ air-VF = £ a.F^F' + £ al+1(F*)'F
i=ï i=l i=l ¿=0

Setting Yi = íEÎ=laH+]-lf,"1 and Z¿ = LY?j=0ak-i+j{Fj)', we get the

relations

Yi = Laik-i,        Zi - Z/Qjt-i,

( Yi = Yi-1F + Lak-i,       Zi = Yi-1F' + Zi-1F,       1 = 2,3,...,*,

'£ tf = n

It remains to compute the first term in the right-hand side of (3.2). Rewrite

(2.9) as follows,

^o = z,

i¡jf = Qi<p + tpl+1,        i = 0,...,h-l, h = log2 n,

iph = ip{z),

where tp = <p(z). Taking the derivatives with respect to A, we obtain that

^¿ = 0,

2^<$ = Q't<p + Qi<p' + $+1,       i = 0,...,h-l,

< = </>'•

Since <p' — -zr, we have that 2ipitp'i + QiZr = Q\tp + ip'i+1 (that is, ip'i+1 =

2ipiip!i+QiXr mod tp). Therefore, the derivative with respect to A of the polynomial

4>{z) can be evaluated together with t¡j(z) using the following equations:

tpo = z,        ip'o = °-

(3.5) tf = Q*>+ik+i 1       ._02     h_1

The entire algorithm consists of the following stages.

Stage 1. Compute the coefficients of the polynomial ip(z) and of its derivative

with respect to A by means of (3.5).

Stage 2. Compute the matrices U and H by means of (3.4).

Stage 3. Compute the matrix G, the s x s right lower submatrix of ip'(F), by

using Homer's rule.

Stage 4. Compute the s x s right lower submatrix U' of (Fn)' by means of (3.3).

Stage 5. Compute trace(i/-1t/').

In view of the structures of the matrices involved, the computational cost of the

above algorithm for the evaluation of p(A)/p'(A) is roughly twice the cost of the

algorithm for the evaluation of p(A), shown in Section 2.
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A-AI =

A0-Ai  Aj   ...    As 0
A_!  Aq-A.1  Aj   ...   As

A_r  ..." A_/  Aff-U A,   ..." As

A,,  ..." A_j' Aq-XI  Aj   ..." As

o.
A-   ... ¿V i     An—Al   Ai

A__,   ... A_i     An—Al

be an n x n block Toeplitz matrix with mxm blocks Ai,i — -r,..., s. We consider

the problem of computing p(A) = det(^4 - XI) and the ratio p(A)/p'(A).

We need to recall some definitions and properties of matrix polynomials (see [4,

Chapter 7]).

Consider an m x m matrix A(z) = (üíj(z)) such that

at](z) = Í2a^zq
<j=0

are polynomials in z over F of degree at most g. Then we can write

¿(2) = ¿V,
«=0

_ (J*hwhere Aq = (a)j') are mxm matrices with elements in F, and the matrix A(z) is

called an m x m matrix polynomial.

If F is a given (mh) x (mh) matrix, then we can define the right value of A(z)

at F as the matrix

A(F) = f2(Ih®Aq)F»,
8=0

where //, ® B = diag(5, B,... ,B) denotes an /i x h block diagonal matrix.  For

simplicity, throughout the paper we will use the expression

A(F) = J2AqF"
<j=0

to denote the right value A(F).

Given the mxm matrix polynomials

V d

P{z) = YiPiZi,       D(z) = J2D**>
i=0 t=0

such that Dd is nonsingular, there exists a unique pair oí mxm matrix polynomials

Q(z) and R(z) such that degree(i?(2)) < d and

P(z) = Q(z)D(z) + R(z);
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Q(z) is said to be the right quotient and R(z) is said to be the right remainder of

the division of P(z) by D(z).

We observe that the evaluation of the right quotient and of the right remainder

of the division of two matrix polynomials can be performed using known standard

algorithms for conventional polynomial division (see [3]), replacing the coefficients

with block matrices.

We will use the following two propositions:

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Q(z) and R(z) be the right quotient and remainder

of the division of the m x m matrix polynomials P(z) by D(z) and let F be a

(pm) x (pm) matrix such that the right value D(F) is the null matrix. Then P(F) —

R(F).

Proof. We cannot simply substitute z = F into the matrix equation P(z) =

Q{z)D(z) + R(z), for the products of the coefficients of P(z), Q(z), D{z), R(z)

with F do not commute. With a bit more caution, however, from the relation

p—d

P(z) = Q(z)D(z) + R(z) = J2 QiD{z)zl + R{z),
t=0

where Q{z) = ¿X0d QiZ\ we deduce that P{F) = £?=o QiD(F)Fi+R(F), whence

P(F) = R(F).    D

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let Q(z) and R(z) be the right quotient and remainder of

the division of the matrix polynomials Izp by D(z), respectively, that is,

(4.1) Izp = Q(z)D(z) + R(z),

and let S(z), T(z) be the right quotient and remainder of the division of (R(z))2

by D(z), that is,

(4.2) (R(z))2 = S(z)D(z)+T(z).

Then T(z) is the right remainder of the division of Iz2p by D(z), i.e., there exists

a matrix polynomial U(z) such that Iz2p = U(z)D(z) +T(z) (here and hereafter, I

denotes the identity matrix of appropriate size).

Proof. From (4.1) we obtain that

(R(z))2 = (Izp - Q(z)D(z))2 = Iz2p + Q(z)D(z)Q(z)D(z) - 2Q(z)D(z)zp.

Therefore, from (4.2) we get

Iz2p = 2Q(z)D(z)zp - Q(z)D(z)Q(z)D(z) + S(z)D(z) + T(z),

whence,

Iz2p = (2Q(z)zp - Q(z)D(z)Q(z) + S(z))D(z) + T(z).    D

Similarly to the scalar case, the assumption that (x, A) is an eigenpair of A, that

is, (A-XI)x. — 0, x / 0, where x = (x¿), x¿ e Fm, i = 1,2,..., n, is a block vector,

can be rewritten as the following matrix difference equation of order k = r + s with

constant coefficients (see [4, p. 512]),

Asxl+k + As-i-Ki+k-i + --- + (A0- AJ)xr + • • • + A_rx¿ = 0,

i = —r, — r + 1,... ,n — r — 1.
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This equation is complemented with the following "boundary conditions"

(4.3) x_r,... ,x_i = 0       (initial conditions),

(4.4) xn,... ,xn+s_i = 0    (terminal conditions).

If As is nonsingular (the singular case is dealt with in Section 5), the above matrix

difference equation is equivalent to

(4.5) GsxJ+k + Gs-iXj+k-i H-+ G-rXj = 0,

where Gx — Aj1Ai-r, i = 0, ...,*, i ^ r, Gr = Aj1(Aq - XI), so that Gk = I.

Now the matrix difference equation (4.5) with constant coefficients can be rewritten

equivalently as follows,

x¿+fc-i

pr+i

X_r

-r.-r + l...

.xs_i

Here, F denotes the * x A; block companion matrix, compare (2.6), defined by

0     /
0 /

(4.6) F =

det

J

-Go   —G\        ■•■        — Gfc-u

Moreover, from (4.3) and (4.4), we conclude that the equation det(A - XI) = 0

is equivalent to detU = 0, where [V \ U] = [0 | Ism}Fn. The same argument as in

the scalar case enables us to prove that det U is a polynomial in A of degree nm

whose term of the highest degree in A is given by

0 I9.e®(XA-iY'
Ie®(XA-l)q+l 0

Here, g and e are natural numbers such that n = gs + e, e < s. Therefore, we

get the following block version of Proposition 2.1, which has also been proved by

Tismenetsky [7], using the spectral theory of matrix polynomials.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let U be the right lower s x s block submatrix of the block

Frobenius matrix Fn.  Then for the characteristic polynomial p(X) of A we have

p(X) = (-l)ns(detAs)n detU.

Next consider the mxm matrix polynomial $(z) = Go + G\z + ■ • • + GkZk

associated with the matrix linear difference equation (4.5). Similarly to the scalar

case, we deduce that its right value taken on at F is the null matrix, that is,

fc

$(F) = £(/m<8> (?<)** = 0.
¿=o

Therefore, by virtue of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 it is possible to compute Fn by

means of the repeated squaring technique,

*o = 2,

\&¿+1 = *¿ mod $(z),        i = 0,1,..., h — 1, h = log n,

Fn = *h(F).
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Here, the polynomial 9(z) mod <fr(z) denotes the right remainder of the right di-

vision of ^f(z) by $(z). Thus, the algorithm for the evaluation of det(A — XI),

described in Section 2, still applies to the case of block matrices in the following

form.

Stage 1. Compute the matrices 0¿, the coefficients of the matrix polynomial

fc-i

9{z) = zn mod $(z),        ^(z) = ^2eiz\

i=0

by using the repeated squaring technique

#o = z,        9i+1 = *2 mod $(2),        i - 0,..., h - 1, h = log2 n, ^h = *.

Stage 2. Compute the matrix

= [0 | IsMF)U = [0\ h}Fn

by means of the "right" Homer's rule

U = S0L + (6iL + (■•■ + (6fe_2L + 6fc_iLF)F)

where L = [0 | Js] is an s x fc matrix; that is, perform the following steps:

Fi=efc_ii,

yj-=(efc_iL + y<-iiO,     ¿ = 2,...,*,

5íaííe 3. Compute p(A) = (-l)na(det ,4s)"detC/.

It is possible to show that the cost of the algorithm is

0{(m2k log fc + m3fc)log(n//c) +m3fc3)

multiplications if fast polynomial arithmetic is used, and 0(m3k2 log(n/k)+m3k3)

multiplications if customary polynomial arithmetic is used.

In a similar way, it is easy to prove that the algorithm for the evaluation of

p(A)/p'(A), described in Section 3, still applies in the case of block matrices, and

its computational cost is roughly doubled with respect to the cost of the evaluation

ofp(A).

For example, consider the case of the block tridiagonal matrix

.4 =

Ao      Ax

A-i     A0

0

0
Ax

A-i     A0     Ai

A-i    A0
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and for simplicity, assume A = 0.   Then the bandwidth is k = 2.   Setting B

A1~1A-i, C = A\~1Aq, we have

$(i) = Ix2 + Cx + B,

*! = x2 (mod $(i)) = -Cx - B,

*¿+i = *2 (mod$(x)) = Ci+ix +Bi+i,        i = l,...,A-I, h = log2 n.

Since

(Cti + ß,)2 (mod $(z)) = C2a;2 + (C¿B¿ + BlCi)x + B2 (mod $(x))

= (C¿B¿ + fl¿C¿ - C72G> + (B2 - CfB),

we have the relations

Cj+i = —C, C + C{Bi + BiC%,

(4.7)    Bt+l = B2-C2B,

Cj = —C,        ¿Ji = — B.

i = 1,..., h — 1, /i = log2 n.

For each ¿ we can compute C¿+i, S¿+i (given C, B, Ci, 5¿) in five matrix

multiplications, using (4.7) and the equation

CtBt + BlCl = {Ci + Bi)2 - Bf - Cf.

Now, recall that Fn = (Im ® Ch)F + (7m ® Bh)I, so that

see (4.6).

This means that the overall cost of computing U is not greater than the cost of

5 log2(n/2) +1 matrix multiplications or m3(5 log2(n/2) +1) scalar multiplications.

5. The Degenerate Case. When we evaluated the characteristic polynomial

of the block Toeplitz banded matrix in Section 4, we have assumed that the block

As is nonsingular. In that case, it is possible to reduce the original matrix difference

equation to the form (4.5) and to solve that equation via powering the companion

matrix (4.6). In this section we consider the case where detvls = 0.

Suppose we are given the matrix difference equation

j = -r,...,n-r-l,(5.1) Aa-x.j+k + As-iTCJ+k-i H-h A-rx.j = 0,

with boundary conditions

(5.2) x_r,...,x_i =0,

(5.3) x„,...,x„+s_i =0,

where the matrix As is singular. We may assume, without loss of generality, that
"5,

As =
0

where Bs is a q x m full-rank matrix, q < m; otherwise, consider a nonsingular

mxm matrix M such that

Ba
MAS =

0
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and replace (5.1) with MAax.j+k + MAa-iXj+k-i + ••• + MA-rXj = 0, j —

-r,...,n —r — 1.

Now partition the matrix A% such that

Ai =
Ph

G

where B¿ is a q x m matrix, so that (5.1) can be split into two equations,

Baxj+k + Ba-iXj+k-i +-h B-rXj = 0,        j = -r,... ,n - r - 1,

Cg-iXy+k-i H-h C-rXj =0,        j - -r,...,n-r -1.

These equations are equivalent to the following system,

Eax.j+k + Ea-iX]+k-i H-h E-rXj =0,        j = -r,...,n - r - 2,

Cs_ixs_i H-h C_rx_r = 0,

Dsxn+s-l + ■ • ■ + S_rXn_r_i = 0,

where

£,: =
5t

Gj-i
¿ = —r,..., a, C_r_i = 0.

Assuming £?s nonsingular (if Ea were singular, we would apply this technique

again to the above matrix difference equation), we can express x¿ in terms of the

block companion matrix

F =

0       /

0 /

.—Go    — G i

by means of the relations

"xj+i

-Gfc-i

Gl = -Ea~1El-r,        i = 0,..., fc-l,

(5.4)

Xj + fc

= Fr+j+l

Xs-1 J

i = —r, —r + 1,... ,n — r — 2,

(5.5)

(5.6)

Cs_ixa_x -I-r- G_rx_r = 0,

Baxn+a-i H-h ß_rxn_r_! = 0.

(5.4) implies that

Xn—r—1

= F ra-l

x n+s — r . .Xs-1
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Using this last equation and the boundary condition x„+s_i = 0 from (5.3), we

may rewrite (5.6) equivalently as follows,

[B_r---Ba}Fn~1

Then (5.5), (5.6) and the boundary conditions xn,

be put into the following form,

= 0.

, xn+a-r = 0 from (5.3) can

G_r

W-r

U-r

c,s-1

wa

Us-s-1 Xs-1

where
[W-r---Ws-i} = [B-r---Ba-i}Fn-1,

lU-r---Ua-1} = [0---Im(a-i)}Fn-1.

We substitute (5.2) and arrive at the following homogeneous matrix-vector equa-

tion with the square coefficient matrix W,

x0Go

W0

Cs-l

Ws-l

Us-1

= 0.

Uo    ■■■     f.-iJ  Lxs_iJ

This equation has a nontrivial solution if and only if det W = 0. Thus we may

reduce the solution of the original problem to computing W and det W for a fixed

A.

6. A Different Approach Based on Cyclic Reduction. In this section we

will examine a different method for computing det (,4 - XI) when the matrix A is

a block tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix. Observe that this case is quite general, since

almost any (block) banded Toeplitz matrix can be considered as a block tridiagonal

Toeplitz matrix, with blocks of suitable dimension. This method requires nonsin-

gularity of certain matrices which we need to invert, but it does not require the

nonsingularity of the upper diagonal block. Suppose we are given the following

nxn block matrix, where n = 2h — 1,

An =

EG
HEG

0

0

HEG
HE
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In this case it is possible to apply a cyclic reduction method to compute

det(A — XI). Observe that permuting block rows and block columns of the

n x n block matrix A - XI according to the permutation (1,3,5,..., 2h — 1,2,4,

6,..., 2h — 2), yields the matrix

(61) P(A-aI)pW„=

HG
HG

HG

G
H G

HG
H L=E-aI,

where P is the permutation matrix defining the above permutation.

Moreover, if det L ^ 0, we may perform one step of block Gaussian elimination

and write

An=

I

H G.   .
H G

H G

0

I
0

G
H G

HG
H

L1G1

HiLlG1

HiL,

where H* = HZ,-1, G* = GL'1, and

Li = L - (HL~lG + GL~lH),

d = -GL~lG,

Hi = -HL~lH.

Therefore, det(An - XI) = det A; = (detL)("+1)/2det(A(n+1)/2_1 - A7),

Li    Gx

Hi    Li    d 0
^4(n+l)/2-l

0
HiLi

Now, if Li is nonsingular, the same process can be applied to A(n+1)/2-i and

so on. We arrive at the following relations,

(6.2) detA; = (detL0)2''"1(detL1)2',"2-(detLft    ^2■ih-2) detL h-li

(6.3)

L¿+i = L, — (HiLi   Gt + G(Lt   Hi
Gt+i = —GiLi   Gi } ,    i — 0,..., ft — 2,

Hi+i = —HiLi   H,

Lq = L,    Hq = H,    Go = G,

provided that all matrices Lx are nonsingular.
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The cost of this process is one matrix inversion and six matrix multiplications

in each step of the evaluation of L¿, G¿, i/¿; moreover, the cost of evaluating h

determinants should be added. The overall cost is roughly

(22/3)m3log2(n + l)

scalar multiplications.

Observe that the cost of this algorithm is higher than the cost of the algorithm

described in Section 5, which required roughly 5m3 log2(n/2) multiplications. Note,

however, that the approach of this section can be applied even when G and H are

singular, provided that all L¿ are nonsingular.

In order to compute the ratio p(X)/p'(X) for performing one step of Newton's

method, we deduce from (6.1) and (6.2) that

p'(A)/p(A) = 2h~1 (det ¿o)7 (det L0) + 2h~2 (det Lx )'/(det Lx )

+ -- + (detLh_1)7(detLft_i).

Since (det B)' ¡(det B) = trace(S_1ß'), for any nonsingular matrix B, it follows

that

p'(A)/p(A) = 2h~l tv&ee(L^1 L'o) + 2h~2 trace^1 L\) + ■■■+ trace^^L^).

The evaluation of the matrices L\ can be carried out together with the evaluation

of L, by means of the following formulae obtained by taking derivatives of (6.3) with

respect to A:

L[+1=Lll-(H>L-1Gl + HlL-1G[ + Hz(L-lyGl       )

+ G'tL-'Hi + GiL-'H' + G^L-'ym)

^--(G^-^ + G^G^ + G^L-1)'^) ' U'--"'1    *'
H'l+1 = -(H[L-lHt + HL-lH[ + HiiL-'yHi) J

L'0 = I,    Go = 0,    H'o = 0.

Here (L'1)' can be computed using the formula

(L-'y = -L-\LiyL-\
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